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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
No. 926 of 1986
 





BETWEEN:
CHARLOTTE RUTH MALCOLM
Plaintiff

AND:
LOUIS SCHABER

AND:
 


First Defendant
PUTLAND FARROWS HAULAGE (A FIRM)
Second Defendant
AND:
PUTLAND HAULAGE PTY LTD
Third Defendant

AND:
CENTRE TRANSPORT INDUSTRIES PTY LTD
Fourth Defendant



CORAM:	MARTIN J.

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 22 March 1989)





By consent, the proceedings in this Court have been transferred to the Local Court (s. 36 Local Courts Act), certain orders as to costs thrown away were also made by consent.


Counsel for the defendant sought an order that the plaintiff pay to the defendant the difference between the defendant's costs on the Supreme Court scale and on the  Local Court scale in respect of other steps in the proceedings to the date of the transfer.	This order was sought on the basis that the action should have been commenced in the Local Court and that the defendant has been put to expense above and beyond that which would have been incurred if that had been done.

In support of his argument counsel relies upon the power of a Judge of this Court to transfer proceedings, on such terms as he thinks fit (s. 36(1)).

The plaintiff says such an order ought not to be made because the action was commenced in good faith in this jurisdiction and transferred only as a result of information which came to hand in the course of preparing the plaintiff's case for trial, which led to the view that the amount likely to be recovered was less than the jurisdictional limit in the Local Court.

Just when that information came to hand and when the decision to transfer was made is not clear and if relevant, may need to be examined.
- ,	.




Whatever may be the case I do not think it is appropriate for this Court to make any order as to costs beyond those the subject of consent.

Section 36(2) provides that when a matter is transferred it shall "proceed in all respects as if it had been instituted  in the Local Court •.••. I consider that that provision applies as much to costs as it does to any other aspect of the proceedings.	It follows that the costs issue will be determined in the Local Court having regard to
all material circumstances and factors going to discretion as found in that Court.	Rules 141 and 152 of the Local Court Rules seem to bear out that approach.

I decline to make the order sought by the defendant.

